
WRITE A PERSONAL REFERENCE EXAMPLE

A character reference (also known as a personal reference) is a letter written by someone who knows the job candidate
and can speak to his or.

A character reference letter is written by someone who knows you personally. If you've babysat or dog-sat or
shoveled snow, ask the people you worked for if they will write a reference letter for you. You can easily
ensure that your character reference letter is all good. Neighbors and acquaintances may be willing to write a
reference for you. If your history with the candidate does not make you an ideal reference, you should advice
them to look elsewhere for their letter. You can change any of the elements of the template to fit your own
needs. Including the contact information of the employer at the top, the date, and your contact information. It
never hurts to have one more tool in your job hunting toolbox. Keep It Short Your character reference letter
should not be multiple pages long. This can be a great way to make your job application stand out if you don't
have a very strong employment background, maybe because you haven't worked in a while or because you're
new to the job market. Include a phone number within the paragraph or another form of contact such as an
email address. Article Table of Contents Skip to section Expand. Be Gracious It is a little known fact that
people generally like to help each other out. Explain Your Choice There is no greater motivator to help
someone than a heartfelt explanation of why they are the best person for the job. It's better to graciously say no
if you don't think you can. He is excellent with the young players. What matters most is that this person will
be able to provide you with an honest, positive reference. You might also ask the person if he or she has a
resume or other document listing their skills and experiences that you can use to help write the letter. A
reference gives the employer, school, or bank a vote of confidence about the candidate. If you are sending the
letter as an email, you do not need to include this heading. This is why many applicants present a character
letter without having been asked for one. It is fine if these are not work-related examples â€” after all, you do
not know the person from a work setting. Be Specific Make sure that your reference writer knows the specifics
of their mission. Joyner, Dear Ms. Provide information. Be sure to emphasize how much you appreciate them
taking the time to write you a reference. Something simple, but illustrative will do the trick. Begin with your
contact information at the top of the letter, followed by the date, and then the contact information of the
employer. But avoid asking a family member whose opinion will be considered biased. If you are looking for
more information about recommendation letters instead, please check out our article Letter or
Recommendation ! Occasionally, people also use character references if they worry their bosses will not write
positive references. Try to think of those that would make him a good fit for the job or the school in question.
Character Reference Letter Sample Template Below, please find an example of a good character reference
letter you can use as a template. Be as specific as possible. Be sure to thoroughly edit your letter to ensure that
it's as polished and professional as possible. Therefore, ask the candidate for the job listing ahead of time, or at
least ask what types of jobs the person will be applying for if it is a general recommendation letter. How long
have you known the candidate, and in what capacity? With a personal letter, you are writing a
recommendation because you know the person and their character.


